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On May 16, 2019, Governor Brown signed Oregon's new corporate activity tax (the "Oregon CAT") into
law.1 On the last day of the legislative session, the Oregon legislature also passed a bill which makes
technical changes and substantive revisions to the Oregon CAT. 2 Opponents of the Oregon CAT have
begun the process to challenge it by referendum. Accordingly, the status of the Oregon CAT remains
unclear and likely will not be known until after the referendum.3 This article discusses two open issues
with the Oregon CAT: (1) whether the federal Interstate Income Act of 1959 ("P.L. 86-272") applies to the
Oregon CAT, and (2) whether the Or. Rev. Stat. §320.405 "privilege tax" imposed on Oregon vehicle
dealers is subject to the Oregon CAT when collected from a vehicle purchaser.

Oregon CAT: general summary
The Oregon legislature modeled the Oregon CAT on the Ohio commercial activity tax (the "Ohio CAT"),
but also made significant modifications. The Oregon CAT is imposed on "taxable commercial activity." 4
Taxable commercial activity generally is defined as a taxpayer's Oregon-source gross receipts from
transactions and activity in the regular course of the taxpayer's trade or business (i.e., so-called
"transactional test" gross receipts), less a subtraction of 35 percent of the greater of (a) "cost inputs," or
(b) "labor costs," apportioned to Oregon.5 Cost inputs generally are the taxpayer's cost of goods sold

("COGS").6 "Labor costs" include only compensation paid to employees and are capped at $500,000 per
employee.7
Although titled a "Corporate Activity Tax," the tax generally applies to "each person with taxable
commercial activity."8 Accordingly, pass-through entities (such as partnerships, LLCs, joint ventures, and
S corporations) and sole proprietorships are subject to the Oregon CAT. However, certain entities are
excluded from the tax (e.g., IRC Section 501(c)(3) entities, health insurance companies subject to certain
other Oregon excise taxes, and certain hospitals and care facilities).9
A taxpayer owes the Oregon CAT if the taxpayer has taxable commercial activity in excess of $1 million. 10
The tax is $250 plus 0.57 percent of taxable commercial activity is excess of $1 million.

Impact of P.L. 86-272
Generally, P.L. 86-272 "restricts a state from imposing a net income tax on income derived within its
borders from interstate commerce if the only business activity of the company within the state consists of
the solicitation of orders for sales of tangible personal property." 11 The 2019 Law specifically provides that
the Oregon CAT "is not subject to" P.L. 86-272.12 It is axiomatic, however, that states lack authority to
unilaterally exempt a state net income tax from a federal limitation on tax. For example, Graphic
Packaging Corp. v. Hegar, 538 S.W.3d 89 (Tex. 2017) concerned, in part, whether the Texas franchise
tax was a net income tax. Texas law contained a provision similar to 2019 Law, §63(1): "The franchise tax
imposed by Chapter 171, Tax Code, as amended by this Act, is not an income tax and Pub. L. No. 86272 does not apply to the tax."13 The Texas Supreme Court, however, stated: "But of course the
Legislature's stated intent not to create an income tax cannot alter the facts. If the franchise tax is indeed
a tax on net income as chapter 141 defines income tax, the Legislature's disclaimer is for naught." 14
Instead, P.L. 86-272 generally should apply to the Oregon CAT, notwithstanding the statutory text
providing otherwise, if the Oregon CAT constitutes a "net income tax."
P.L. 86-272 §383 provides a circular definition of net income tax: "any tax imposed on, or measured by
net income." Generally, however, "net income" is distinguished from "gross income," which IRC Section
61 broadly defines as "all income from whatever source derived." As described above, "taxable
commercial activity" starts with gross income (Oregon-source transactional activity gross receipts), but
then allows a substantial subtraction for 35 percent of cost inputs or labor costs.15 In other words, taxable
commercial activity is an amount net of a substantial deduction. 16

As a final matter, although the Oregon legislature modeled the Oregon CAT on the Ohio CAT, the Oregon
legislature used a different term for the tax base on which it imposed the Oregon CAT. The Oregon
legislature imposed the Oregon CAT "on each person with taxable commercial activity."17 The Ohio
legislature, on the other hand, imposed the Ohio CAT "on each person with taxable gross receipts."18 As
described above, taxable commercial activity is Oregon-source gross receipts, net of a subtraction for 35
percent of cost inputs or labor costs. The decision by the Oregon legislature to use a different term for the
tax base for the Oregon CAT generally indicates that the legislature understood that it imposed the
Oregon CAT on an amount other than gross receipts.

Taxable commercial activity arising from Privilege Tax collections
The Oregon legislature enacted a comprehensive transportation law in 2017. 19 As part of this law, the
legislature "imposed on each vehicle dealer for the privilege of engaging in the business of selling taxable
motor vehicles at retail in this state" a tax (the "Privilege Tax").20 Like a sales tax, however, vehicle
dealers can collected the Privilege Tax from purchasers.21 The Oregon legislature also created a
corresponding use tax (the "Use Tax") "to protect Oregon vehicle dealers from losing business to nonOregon vehicle dealers, who are not subject to the Section 90 [privilege] tax."22 The Oregon legislature
imposed the Use Tax "on the storage, use or other consumption in this state of taxable motor vehicles
purchased at retail from any seller."23 The Use Tax "is a liability of the purchaser of the taxable motor
vehicle."24 Nonetheless, out-of-state dealers can collect and pay the Use Tax for the purchaser as part of
registering and titling the car.25
As the Oregon Supreme Court explained, the Privilege Tax and the Use Tax "work together, so that the
Section 90 privilege tax can be imposed on in-state vehicle dealers without placing them at a competitive
disadvantage to out-of-state vehicle dealers."26 Accordingly, although both taxes apply to the purchase of
a new car from an Oregon dealer for use in Oregon, the Use Tax owed by the purchaser is reduced by
the Privilege Tax paid by the Oregon dealer.
The Oregon CAT excludes from commercial activity:
Registration fees or taxes collected by a vehicle dealer certified under ORS 822.020 at
the sale or other transfer of a motor vehicle, as defined in ORS 801.360, that are owed
to a third party by the purchaser of the motor vehicle and passed to the third party by the
dealer.27

It appears that this would exclude from an out-of-state dealer's commercial activity Use Tax collected
from a purchaser. After all, because the Use Tax is imposed on the purchaser, it is a tax "collected by a
vehicle dealer . . . at the sale or other transfer of a motor vehicle . . . that are owed to a third party
[Oregon] by the purchaser . . . and passed to the third party by the dealer."
It is unclear, however, whether this exclusion applies to Privilege Tax collected by an Oregon dealer.
Because the Privilege Tax is imposed on the Oregon dealer, it is not a tax "owed . . . . by the purchaser."
However, the Privilege Tax eliminates the Use Tax owed by the purchaser. Arguably, this could mean
that the Oregon dealer paying the Privilege Tax satisfies the tax owed by the purchaser.
The Oregon legislature presumably did not intend to provide a benefit to out-of-state car dealers vis-à-vis
Oregon dealers. Hopefully, the Oregon Department of Revenue will broadly interpret the exclusion so that
it applies equally to Oregon dealers and out-of-state dealers.
With any new tax regime, there are open questions for the impact of specific matters. With respect to the
Oregon CAT, these include whether P.L. 86-272 applies and whether the tax applies to Privilege Tax
collected by Oregon dealers from customers. Guidance will be necessary to resolve these and other
issues.
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